Cable Management Rack Assembly

Installation Instructions

ICC’s Cable Management Racks are designed to be lightweight, sturdy, and easy to install. These high quality, black powder coated aluminum racks will support most EIA 19” rack mountable network devices and hardware such as servers, switches, PBX systems, and other equipment.

1. Place the Vertical Cable Management Rails on a flat surface with the open channels facing inward.

2. Place the top support across the top end of the Vertical Cable Management Rails. Install eight 3/8-16 x 3/8” bolts, nuts and washers as illustrated.

   **DON’T TIGHTEN!**

3. Place one base angle across the bottom end of the Vertical Cable Management Rails. Install four 3/8 16 x 5/8” bolts, nuts and washers as illustrated.

   **DON’T TIGHTEN!**

4. Turn the assembly over and repeat step 3 for the other side.

5. Stand the assembly up to check for squareness. Make sure the base angle is level and will rest flat on a flat surface.

6. Tighten the bolts and torque to approx. 25-30lb-ft.

7. Place one Cable Management Trough in the front of the top support. Install four 12-24 x 5/8” mounting screws as illustrated.

8. Repeat step 7 for the other side.

9. Anchor the Cable Management Rack Assembly to the flooring utilizing the four holes on the base angle.

Features and Benefits

1. 45 RMS accommodates varying panel configurations.
2. Self aligning design.
3. Rugged steel and high strength aluminum construction.
4. Durable black powder coated finish
5. RMU markings
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### Horizontal Finger Duct Panel
- **ICCMSCMA41**: Single-Sided Front Ducts, 1 Rack Mount Space
- **ICCMSCMA42**: Single-Sided Front Ducts, 2 Rack Mount Spaces
- **ICCMSCMA61**: Double-Sided Dual Ducts, 1 Rack Mount Space
- **ICCMSCMA62**: Double-Sided Dual Ducts, 2 Rack Mount Spaces

### Vertical Finger Duct Panel
- **ICCMSCMA48**: 78” Ht., 4” x 5” Slotted, Single-Sided Finger Ducts

### Horizontal Cable Management Panel
- **ICCMSCMA31**: 3 Horizontal Rings with 2 Side Vertical Rings, 1 Rack Mount Space
- **ICCMSCMA32**: 3 Horizontal Rings with 2 Side Vertical Rings, 2 Rack Mount Spaces
- **ICCMSCMA51**: 5 Horizontal Rings, 1 Rack Mount Space
- **ICCMSCMA52**: 5 Horizontal Rings, 2 Rack Mount Spaces
- **ICCMSCMC01**: Panel cover, 1 Rack Mount Space
- **ICCMSCMC02**: Panel cover, 2 Rack Mount Spaces

### Horizontal Metal Cable Management Panel
- **ICCMSCMP31**: 4 Horizontal Rings with 2 Side Vertical Rings, 1 Rack Mount Space
- **ICCMSCMP32**: 4 Horizontal Rings with 2 Side Vertical Rings, 2 Rack Mount Spaces
- **ICCMSCMP51**: 5 Horizontal Rings, 1 Rack Mount Space
- **ICCMSCMP52**: 5 Horizontal Rings, 2 Rack Mount Spaces

### Rack Floor Wall Mount Kit, Concrete
- **ICCMRSFLKT**: Rack Hardware, Installation For Concrete Floors and Walls

### Rack Shelves and Accessories
- **10” Deep Single Rack Shelf ICCMSRF10**: 2 rack mount spaces
  - Note for use with 19” distribution and cable management racks
- **15” Deep Single Rack Shelf ICCMSRF15**: 3 rack mount spaces
  - Note for use with 19” distribution and cable management racks
- **15” Deep Vented Rack Shelf ICCMSRV15**: 3 rack mount spaces
  - Note for use with 19” distribution and cable management racks
- **1.70” Metal Cable Mgmt. Ring ICCMSCPR1**: Single, vertical
  - Note for use on all racks
- **3” Metal Cable Mgmt. Ring ICCMSCPR2**: Single, vertical
  - Note for use on all racks
- **Rack Screws #12-24 x 5x8 ICCACSS01BK**: 25 pcs. /bag